
The Tricycle Association 

 The Tricycle Trophy 

50 miles time trial  

Promoted for and on behalf of the cycling Time Trials under their rules and 

regulations by the Midland Region of the Tricycle Association on the 14th of 

July 2018. 

This is the 97th promotion of this event, first run in1913 and on a four yearly 

rotation at 50 miles, 100 miles, 12 hours and 24 hours.  The event was not run 

during the First and Second World Wars. 

Timekeepers: Mrs. S. Bowler  Mr. T. Bailey  

Recorder: Mrs. I Stevens  

Handicapper:  J. Hopper 

Awards 

Fastest on Scratch. The Tricycle Trophy and TA medal                              

Fastest on handicap. TA medal 

The event HQ is at the Frank Whitham Hall, Etwall near Derby.  There is very 

limited parking at the hall and so riders should park at the school, which will be 

signed. No parking in the lanes leading to the HQ and definitely no turbos 

there either.  Numbers and signing on will be at the HQ.  Do not forget to sign 

off when you have finished your ride.    

No U-turns to be made within sight of the timekeepers.  

                                                   

Cycling Time Trials advise the wearing of a hard shell helmet that meets 

internationally safety standards.  They also recommend that a working rear 

light is fitted to the machine in a position visible to following road users, and is 

active whilst the machine is in use.                                                 

 The start is back along the road towards Derby a short distance. 



 The course  A50/6R                                             

Please note that this course is not quite THREE full circuits. 

Start in Main Street, Etwall at road gully 150 yards before Seven Wells 

roundabout.                                              

At the roundabout Left (1st exit) onto A516. 

Continue on A516, going straight on at first roundbout. 

At the second roundabout go right (2nd exit) up the sliproad onto A50. 

Continue along A50, going straight on at next roundabout, to sliproad signed 

A515, Ashbourne. 

Down sliproad to roundabout and take fourth exit and pass under A50. 

At next roundabout take second exit and go up sliproad to rejoin A50 

eastwards 

Continue long A50 to take Derby West sliproad. 

At Willowpit roundabout, at bottom of sliproad, take second exit onto A516 

to Seven Wells roundabout 

Encircle roundabout to take fourth exit and commence second lap 

Repeat the above circuit TWICE more. 

On the third circuit after Willowpit roundabout (A516) continue to finish by 

left turn sign 200 yards before Ashe Lane  

                                                                                                      

  

  

  

 

 

 

https://maps.google.com/?q=A50/6R&entry=gmail&source=g


  

Order of start 

Bib Rider name          Club                   Handicap        Time off 

1        Vic Trigger      Crewe Clarion Whs        60:00                14:01 

2        Pete Holland    Lincoln Whs              45:00                14:02 

3        Ken Trigger     Crewe Clarion Wh         50:00                14:03 

4        Andy Newham   Lincoln Whs              25:00                14:04 

5        Gavin Hinxman   Drag2Zero               Scratch              14:05 

 
 

Course record Gavin Hinxman 01:53:25 

 


